Keep Your Equipment Running this Summer

When maintaining your yard, keeping your equipment properly serviced is very important. From having sharp blades to checking the fluids on your mower, the tips below will help your yard grow bigger.

Prior to using your mower, checking your fluids, including oil, will increase the lifespan of your mower.

CLICK HERE FOR MOWER FLUIDS VIDEO

Having a sharp and balanced blade on your mower will give you a nice clean cut and reduce the damage and stress on your turf.

CLICK HERE FOR MOWER BLADES VIDEO

Mulching your lawn with fresh cut grass clippings provides nutrients without added cost for fertilizer. When mowing tall grass areas, use the bag to avoid huge clumps of grass on your turf.
Another tip for you . . .

- When it is extremely hot during the day, never water your yard or plants during the afternoon due to quick evaporation. Don’t water at night because the blades of grass will stay wet and increase the chance of disease invading your lawn.

- Watering your lawn in the morning between 6 am - 8 am is the ideal time. It’s cooler and allows the water to soak in before the sun rises.